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8:30 am, Thursday 

18th May 2017 and it 

was finally time to meet 

our fellow riders at Thick- 

thorn for our adventure 

to Scotland. 5 bikes and 

7 people gathered for 

breakfast in the Little 

Chef looking forward to 

the adventure ahead. My- 

self, Sue, Andy & Kate, 

Kev P and Jon were to be led by Dorian on 

routes he had meticulously pre-planned and 

sent to all of us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Now, Dorian had something of a reputation of a 

distinct hatred of main roads, McDonalds and 

chain hotels; and a love of small lanes, country 

hotels and regular tea and cake stops! Sue and I 

had previously been to Thunder in the Glens in 

Aviemore last year and so knew what to expect, 

but I’m not sure our companions knew what 

they had let themselves in for! 

We made good time along the A47 and A17 (the 

only sensible way out of Norfolk) before turning 

right to head north 

through the Lincolnshire 

Wolds and on up to our 

lunch stop by the banks 

of the Humber under the 

bridge. A lovely ride that 

had taken us already 

through some great 

countryside and the first 

time I had seen the Hum- 

ber bridge. 

Suitably refreshed we continued along some 

spectacular minor roads until finally reaching 

our destination of the Fenwick Arms hotel in 

Claughton, Lancashire after just over 200 miles. 

The following day, we departed and were soon 

back on some very small roads heading for the 

Kielder Forest. Having ridden through here last 

year, I knew what to expect, with fantastic curvy 

scenic roads. 

Unfortunately, 

the weather had 

deteriorated 

and so by the 

time we 

reached our 

cake stop it was 

rather wet. No 

matter, though, 

we were still 

out on our 

bikes! There 

was even the 

opportunity for 

a silly photo in a huge deck chair, in the rain. 

The tiny roads and beautiful scenery continued 

for mile after mile. At one point two cows on the 

road decided they didn’t like noisy Harleys as 
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Andy and Kate rode past, resulting in Andy 

herding the cattle on his bike along a stone-wall 

enclosed lane for a few hundred yards until they 

could escape onto grass. They did not look im- 

pressed! 

Some more amazing tiny roads through spectac- 

ular scenery and we arrived in Moffat around 

5:30 at the Buccleuch Arms hotel (pronounced 

Buck-lew). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dorian had chosen this hotel from previous ex- 

perience and the fact it is very biker friendly, 

even providing individual metal garages to se- 

cure our pride-and-joys. 

 

 

The following day we had a 150 mile circular 

route planned. Sue was off on the bus to visit 

her Mum and Sister in Glasgow, so I was pillion 

free for the day, but Kate thought I looked lone- 

ly and so found me a friend. 

The weather was unfortunately typically Scottish 

(i.e. wet!). We headed for our first stop, which is 

a Tibetan Buddhist temple in the middle of the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Scottish Lowlands. Quite an unusual thing to 

find to say the least. This had been planned as a 

tea and cake stop, but we were disappointed to 

find the monks 

were all in Lon- 

don (heard we 

were coming I 

guess), and so 

the café was 

shut! Still, an 

interesting 

place to visit to 

say the least! 

We headed into 

the nearest vil- 

lage for lunch, 

and then due to 

the worsening weather, headed back by a slight- 
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indirect route back to Moffat via the Grey Mares 

Tail waterfall. 

 
That evening Jon had expressed a desire for 

Curry, so we headed across the road to the local 

Indian. The meal was ok, but not the best we’d 

had, so afterwards we walked to a local bar 

housed in what purports to be the narrowest ho- 

tel in the UK. The place was full of inebriated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

locals, so we took our seats and proceeded to 

join in. We had to liven the place up a little by 

making use of the jukebox, but that seemed to 

go down quite well too! 

The weather forecast was looking a little more 

promising for Sunday, and so a hearty breakfast 

set us up for the ride to Loch Doon. The roads 

were tiny (the group were now getting used to a 

Dorian route!), and some road-closed diversions 

tested the satnavs to boiling point. Eventually 

we turned into a gravel covered road that 

climbed up to the loch. The weather forecast 

turned out to be a lie, and so we were glad to 

find a tiny tea shop to grab a warming coffee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and take a bit of shelter. The advertised visitor 

centre was, shall we say, a little way off comple- 

tion, but at least got us out of the rain for a few 

minutes. 
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Leaving Loch Doom, I mean Doon, we headed 

back down though yet more fantastic scenery, 

and thankfully the weather started to improve a 

bit! Our route took us west to Newton Stewart 

and then back eastwards along the coast for our 

next stop at 

Gatehouse of 

Fleet. Sue and I 

took a slight 

detour to pay a 

visit to her 

Dad’s final 

resting place, 

as we always 

do when in the 

area, before meeting up with the group for a 

good lunch in Gatehouse. And the sun had even 

come out! 

What had started as a very dreich day (as they 

say in Scotland) turned into a nice afternoon for 

the ride back to Moffat, before arriving back at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the hotel for a well earned beer. One or two of 

us decided to make use of the bike washing fa- 

cilities to remove the various species of animal 

excrement from our bikes. It was amusing to 

see these five filthy, dirty Harleys sitting in 

amongst all the pristine “adventure bikes”. Obvi- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ously the Harleys are much happier off the beat- 

en track! 

Monday saw us start the return journey to Mas- 

ham in Yorkshire for our overnight stop. We 

rode via Tan Hill and the Hartside Top café, 

where we were complimented by a local biker on 

the filthy state of our rides, in the nicest possi- 

ble way! 

As usual, the roads were twisty and challenging 

in places, but with stunning views around every 

bend. By this time we had got used to the tiny 

roads with cattle grids and kamikaze sheep and 

cows alongside them, but the tracks we encoun- 

tered with gates 

across them were 

even smaller! We 

formed the opinion 

that Dorian wasn’t 

happy unless the 

roads we were on 

were either B roads 

with at least 6 digits 

or completely un- 

classified, but they 

certainly made for 

exciting riding with 

very little traffic. 
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High Force waterfall in Teesdale made an interesting 

stop for us to explore a little, and gave Dorian the 

opportunity to finally get his camera and tripod out. 

All too soon we arrived at our final stop in Masham 

at the lovely Kings Head hotel, and our last meal to- 

gether. 

As the ride home was to be a straight forward blast 

down the A1, as we all needed to get back, this was 

really the end of our break. It had been a fantastic 

trip, covering over 1200 miles, and the vast majority 

of those on some of the smallest roads in the UK. 

Dorian has extensive knowledge of small roads less 

travelled which really got us off the beaten track, 

and showed us scenery that you just wouldn’t find 

otherwise. Huge thanks go to him for organising the 

routes and booking the hotels, and also to our fel- 

low companions. A nicer bunch we couldn’t have 

wished for! 
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